In November 2020 we asked all our trainees
How have you found teaching classes so far?
Amazing. I’m really really enjoying teaching and
found it challenging at times but I have lots of
support. I feel very confident with it.
I am thoroughly enjoying teaching the classes,
both practical and theory. It increases my
confidence in my ability to teach as well as my
subject knowledge.
I have thoroughly enjoyed teaching. All my
classes have welcomed me as their teacher and
have responded really well to my lessons.
I have enjoyed all my time with my classes. The
lack of feedback worries me because I don't
want to get into bad habits.
Very rewarding, I love it.

Really enjoyed it overall, so more challenging
than others.
Enjoyed teaching the classes, struggled with
planning

I enjoy the teaching although I am finding it
hard to put the learning onto students rather
than telling them all the information.
I have loved my experience so far!

I have thoroughly enjoyed teaching! I have
found the behaviour quite difficult to manage
at times but I’m making progress. The children
are delightful and just make my week a whole
lot better.
I’ve loved it!
Brilliant

Good
It is great, I have ample support when needed
and have learned a lot of new skills along the
way. Teaching post 16 is wonderful, from
planning to teaching and through to reflection I
am really enjoying the process. I have a real
passion for the subject and therefore feel
confident in my delivery. I am building student
teacher relationships and this makes a huge
difference to both the teaching and the running
of the classroom.
Good. My confidence is improving and I can see Amazing the class I was in have made me feel
students progression.
so welcome and I have enjoyed teaching them
and getting to know and work with them !!
I have really enjoyed my introduction to
Loved it! It has been challenging but I have had
teaching. I have received a lot of support and
so much support from class teacher, mentor
guidance from my mentor.
and Cate.
Can be challenging but mostly okay
I have really enjoyed teaching, some classes are
more hard work that others but that I think
that is normal.
I have enjoyed teaching classes so far and
I really love teaching classes. It has definitely
found that I have more confidence than I
been a challenge but an enjoyable one.
expected to so early on in lesson delivery.
Although I have had a good start I know I have
lots of areas to improve and I am determined
to gain more skills throughout the placement as
my experience increases. My main concern at

the moment is the workload of planning and
teaching lessons alongside attending training
sessions and completing assignments to
deadlines. I currently do not have very much
time to rest i.e. working through weekends, but
I am determined to do well.
Behaviour has been fabulous. Sometimes the
technology has been frustrating however I have
enjoyed the learning curve for both face to face
and online lessons. So far classes have been fun
THey have gone quite well - no huge isues and
all staff are very supportive
An interesting experience in dealing with more
and less able classes
Very rewarding, I love it.
I have enjoyed the increase to full one hour
lessons. It is stressful but with time
management and organisation, I am coping.
The classes I have taught have been really
friendly - it is a bit more difficult online but I am
slowly adjusting.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my first experiences
of teaching full classes and couldn't have asked
for better training so far.
OK

Good

I really enjoy teaching my classes so far and my
mentor is very supportive in helping me
develop my skills.
I have really enjoyed it. The students have been
very welcoming and I feel I am learning a lot.
Challenging but very rewarding and very
enjoyable
Amazing! I am really enjoying my placement
and I am enjoying teaching classes. I have a
very good relationship with all my classes which
is evident and demonstrated within my lessons.
I have found that I work better with lower
ability classes but I think this is because of my
nature and personality.
Amazingly fun! Feeling more confident with
every one!
Teaching so far has been a learning experience
! Exciting, stressful and engaging all at once !

I am really enjoying it and have learnt a
tremendous amount

Very rewarding
I have not yet taught a class in this placement. I
have done duties and observed.
Enjoyable
I have felt confident teaching and have
thoroughly enjoyed it. I have received positive
feedback for most of my classes so far.

Very enjoyable.

Initially slightly intimidating given it was such a
new experience but I now feel very settled and
really enjoy teaching classes.
Great, it’s been really interesting getting to
know the kids and teaching different year
groups
Enjoyed it immensely! Feeling very comfortable
and enjoying the discussions with students
I have been really enjoying it
Good, slightly stressful but enjoyable
Really good!

I enjoy teaching classes, both btec and A Level.
I've built a good relationship with both the
students and other teaching staff.
I have been really enjoying it

Some classes have been good but some have
been challenging. It’s challenging teaching
mixed ability classes, they really are quite
mixed.
Good, exciting and also challenging in some
classes

I have loved teaching, now I have my own
regular classes I can really see a where I’m
doing well and how I need to change

It is dependent on the class. I have found it far
more comfortable to teach year 7 classes than
to teach year 9 classes. When I was taking over
the lessons I was nervous for the first few
lessons [although I did everything in my power
to try and hide this to the pupils] but after a 3-4
lessons I have broadly managed to overcome
these nerves [although if I am teaching a
subject area that I have limited knowledge, I
have found that I am a little more on edge].
Teaching has gone well and I have made a lot of There is a lot of information to consider
progress through the placement. I have
constantly and it can sometimes feel a little
improved through my own CPD reading Teach
overwhelming although this is getting easier
Like A Champion and Running The Room. Front- with each lesson I teach.
loading instructions have helped hugely with
the lower years and lower-ability students.
Running The Room has helped me with
scripting instructions ahead of time, allowing
instructions to be clear and considered.
I've been really enjoying it. Some of my classes I have loved teaching, now I have my own
are a little bit challenging but it's good to have
regular classes I can really see a where I’m
experience in teaching a variety of students and doing well and how I need to change
I'm learning a lot from each class I teach.
Ok
Some classes have been good but some have
been challenging. It’s challenging teaching
mixed ability classes, they really are quite
mixed.
Overall very good
Enjoyable

